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Abstract5

In recent years, sentiment analysis is becoming more and more important as
the number of digital text resources increases in parallel with the develop-
ment of information technology. Feature selection is a crucial sub-stage for
the sentiment analysis as it can improve the overall predictive performance
of a classifier while reducing the dimensionality of a problem. In this study,
we propose a novel wrapper feature selection algorithm based on Iterated
Greedy (IG) metaheuristic for sentiment classification. We also develop a se-
lection procedure that is based on pre-calculated filter scores for the greedy
construction part of the IG algorithm. A comprehensive experimental study
is conducted on commonly-used sentiment analysis datasets to assess the
performance of the proposed method. The computational results show that
the proposed algorithm achieves 96.45% and 90.74% accuracy rates on aver-
age by using Multinomial Näıve Bayes classifier for 9 public sentiment and 4
Amazon product reviews datasets, respectively. The results also reveal that
our algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art results for the 9 public sentiment
datasets. Moreover, the proposed algorithm produces highly competitive re-
sults with state-of-the-art feature selection algorithms for 4 Amazon datasets.

Keywords: Sentiment classification, feature selection, iterated greedy,6

metaheuristic, machine learning7

1. Introduction8

As the number of digital text documents increases with the effect of rapid9

development in information technology, text mining is becoming more and10

more critical in recent years. Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion min-11

ing, is one of the main text classification methods and deals with categoriz-12
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ing sentimental texts into positive or negative labels. Sentiment analysis can13

be done generally in three granularity: document-level, sentence-level, and14

aspect-level (Medhat et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014, 2015). This study uses15

document-level sentiment analysis to determine the polarity of text opinions16

in a given document.17

Feature selection is a crucial stage for sentiment analysis (Medhat et al.,18

2014; Xia et al., 2011). It is one of the dimensionality reduction techniques19

and can be defined as finding a discriminative subset from all features. It20

is applied before the classification stage to enhance the predictive perfor-21

mance, reduce the memory requirements, and make data visualization more22

understandable (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). Based on objective functions23

used, feature selection methods can mainly be divided into two categories,24

namely, filters and wrappers. Filter-based methods evaluate feature subsets25

according to a given mathematical criterion, whereas wrapper-based meth-26

ods employ the predictive performance (e.g., accuracy) for the evaluation.27

Using the appropriate learning model, wrapper-based methods are able to28

produce more effective results than filter-based methods. For this reason,29

wrapper techniques are widely preferred for classification.30

Although the high predictive performance it can provide, the main draw-31

back of feature selection is that the feature subset search space grows expo-32

nentially as the number of features increases. Furthermore, because wrapper-33

based methods utilize classification models as an evaluation metric, more34

computational time is required than using filter-based methods. Metaheuris-35

tic algorithms have successfully been used to solve hard optimization prob-36

lems and provide acceptable solutions in a reasonable time (Talbi, 2009).37

They make use of problem-specific heuristic information and manage the38

search process in an efficient way without exploring the whole search space.39

So, they are ideal candidates to be used to overcome the drawbacks of40

wrapper-based methods. Some of the examples of metaheuristic-based wrap-41

per algorithms for feature selection are as follows: Genetic Algorithm (Ghareb42

et al., 2016), Ant Colony Optimization (Wan et al., 2016), Particle Swarm43

Optimization (Moradi and Gholampour, 2016), Differential Evolution (Hancer44

et al., 2018), Variable Neighborhood Search (Garćıa-Torres et al., 2016), and45

Tabu Search (Mousin et al., 2016).46

Iterated Greedy (IG) (Ruiz and Stützle, 2007) is a metaheuristic algo-47

rithm that can successfully be used to solve NP-hard optimization problems.48

It consists of two fundamental operations that are applied consecutively at49

each iteration, namely destruction and construction. Destruction operation50
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removes some of the solution components randomly, whereas construction51

operation adds some of the solution components according to a greedy se-52

lection heuristic. Because feature selection requires finding the best subset53

from all available features, IG is a natural candidate to solve this problem54

since it can explore the search space by removing/adding features at destruc-55

tion/construction stages of the algorithm.56

This study aims to develop an effective feature selection method for sen-57

timent analysis. We focus not only on achieving high-quality results for text58

classification tasks but also providing dimensionality reduction. For this pur-59

pose, we propose a novel wrapper feature selection algorithm based on IG60

metaheuristic for sentiment classification. Because of its high performance in61

sentiment classification, Multinomial Näıve Bayes (MNB) is used as a learner62

algorithm to use selected features by IG. For the greedy selection part of the63

IG, we have also developed a filter scores based strategy. A comprehensive64

experimental study is conducted on commonly-used sentiment classification65

datasets from Whitehead and Yaeger (2009) and Blitzer et al. (2007) to66

evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The obtained results67

are compared with the state-of-the-art results of various sentiment analysis68

algorithms.69

The main contributions of our study to the literature are as follows:70

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that employs it-71

erated greedy metaheuristic as a wrapper based feature selection algo-72

rithm for sentiment classification.73

• A greedy selection procedure that benefits from pre-calculated filter-74

based scores has been proposed.75

• Comprehensive experimental results show that the proposed algorithm76

could outperform state-of-the-art results for sentiment classification77

based on the 9 common datasets used.78

The remaining sections of this paper are summarized as follows. Section79

2 outlines feature selection methods and basic working principles of iter-80

ated greedy metaheuristic. Then, Section 3 describes the proposed IG based81

feature selection algorithm in detail. Next, Section 4 presents an experimen-82

tal framework for the assessment of the proposed algorithm and compares83

it with state-of-the-art sentiment classification methods. Finally, Section 584

concludes the paper and discusses possible future studies.85
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2. The background86

2.1. Feature selection methods87

Feature selection is a dimensionality reduction approach that can be de-88

fined as finding a subset of n feature/features from all features set m, where89

n 6 m. Feature selection methods are mainly grouped into two categories,90

namely filters and wrappers. The following subsections provide detailed in-91

formation about these two techniques.92

2.1.1. Filter-based selection93

The filter-based objective function evaluates feature subsets by their in-94

formation content instead of using predictive models. Filter-based measures95

are easy to use, fast, and they can be generalized for different classifiers.96

This subsection briefly explains some of the main filter-based feature se-97

lection measures in the literature, namely chi-square, correlation, gain ratio,98

information gain, ReliefF, and symmetrical uncertainty coefficient.99

Chi-square (χ2 Statistic)
Chi-square measure evaluates the worth of an attribute by computing the
value of the chi-squared statistic with respect to the class. It is used to
measure the lack of independence between t and c (where t is for term and c
is for class) and compared to the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom
(Dey Sarkar et al., 2014). χ2 measure is defined for text classification as
given by Eq. 1 (Dey Sarkar et al., 2014).

χ2
(t,c) =

D ∗ (PN −MQ)2

(P +M) ∗ (Q+N) ∗ (P +Q) ∗ (M +N)
(1)

Where D is the total number of documents. P is the number of documents100

of class c containing term t. Q is the number of documents containing t101

occurring without c. M is the number of documents class c occurring without102

t. N is the number of documents of other classes without t.103

Correlation
Correlation measure evaluates the worth of an attribute by measuring the
Pearson correlation coefficient between the feature and the class. This mea-
sure represents the strength of the correlation between them. The correlation
coefficient has a value between +1 and −1, where +1 shows a total positive
linear correlation, 0 shows no linear correlation, and −1 shows a total nega-
tive linear correlation. It is defined in Eq. 2 (Chen and Wasikowski, 2008).
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R(i) =

∑m
k=1(xk,i − xi)(yk − y)√∑m

k=1(xk,i − xi)2.
∑m

k=1(yk − yi)2
(2)

Where m is the number of data points, x is the attribute, and y is class.104

Gain Ratio
Gain ratio, also known as information gain ratio, reduces the bias for stable
evaluation (Duch, 2006). It is calculated by dividing the information gain by
attribute entropy (the intrinsic information). The equation of gain ratio is
given in Eq. 3.

GR =
IG(X)

IntrinsicInfo(X)
(3)

where X denotes the attribute.105

Information Gain
Information gain evaluates the worth of an attribute by measuring the gain
with respect to the class. It depends on the entropy information. Entropy is
a measure of the degree of chaos, or randomness in the system. Information
gain represents the amount of information after eliminating uncertainty (Ding
and Fu, 2018). The equation of information gain is defined in Eq. 4.

IG(X, Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (4)

Where X is the attribute, and Y is class.106

ReliefF107

ReliefF is a multiclass, supervised and filter-based feature weighting algo-108

rithm that can deal with incomplete and noisy data (Robnik-Šikonja and109

Kononenko, 2003). ReliefF evaluates the worth of an attribute by repeatedly110

sampling an instance. It also evaluates the worth of an attribute by taking111

into account the value of the given attribute for k of its nearest instances of112

the same and different classes.113

Symmetrical Uncertainty
The symmetrical uncertainty coefficient is a modification of information gain
which reduces the bias towards the multivalued features (Duch, 2006). It
evaluates the worth of an attribute by measuring the symmetrical uncertainty
with respect to the class. The equation of symmetrical uncertainty is shown
in Eq. 5 (Duch, 2006).

SU(X, Y ) = 2
IG(X, Y )

H(X) +H(Y )
∈ [0, 1]. (5)

Where X is the attribute, and Y is class.114
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2.1.2. Wrapper-based selection115

In wrapper-based selection, the objective function evaluates feature sub-116

sets with their classification accuracy rate by using a cross-validation tech-117

nique. This approach provides more accurate solutions than those of a filter-118

based approach, however, it can be computationally infeasible, slow and clas-119

sifier dependent.120

2.2. Classification121

The classification stage assigns an appropriate category to the pattern122

with respect to labeled data (e.g., by using supervised learning). Diverse123

classification models are employed, such as Näıve Bayes (NB), Multinomial124

Näıve Bayes (MNB), and Bayesian Logistic Regression (BLR). These learner125

models are briefly explained in the following subsections.126

Näıve Bayes127

Näıve Bayes classifier is a probabilistic and simple classifier that makes strong128

assumption conditional independency between all variables given the con-129

text of the class (McCallum et al., 1998). There are several Näıve Bayes130

event models, such as Multi-variate Bernoulli Näıve Bayes, the Poisson Näıve131

Bayes, and Multinomial Näıve Bayes, according to the fact that how docu-132

ments are composed of the basic units (Schneider, 2005).133

For text classification, the probability that a document dj belongs to a134

class c is computed by the Bayes theorem as Eq. 6:135

p(c|dj) =
p(dj|c)p(c)
p(dj)

(6)

Multinomial Näıve Bayes136

The multinomial Näıve Bayes model is a generative model that uses word137

frequency (e.g., the occurrence of word) information by assuming that the138

lengths of documents are independent of class in documents instead of the139

multi-variate Bernoulli event model (e.g., binary vector over the space of140

words) (McCallum et al., 1998). The classifier is very suitable for text clas-141

sification tasks because it takes advantage of word frequency information.142

Bayesian Logistic Regression143

Bayesian logistic regression is a classifier which applies a Bayesian approach144

to logistic regression. The predictor employs a Laplace prior to prevent145

overfitting and generates sparse classification models for text data (Genkin146

et al., 2007). This model is at least as powerful as those produced by ridge147
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logistic regression or support vector machine classifiers combined with feature148

selection (Genkin et al., 2007).149

2.3. Iterated greedy metaheuristic150

Iterated Greedy (IG) is one of the metaheuristic algorithms and it is used151

to tackle hard combinatorial optimization problems. Presented by Ruiz and152

Stützle (2007), IG applies two main phases iteratively to a solution, namely153

destruction and construction (see Algorithm 1). In the destruction phase,154

some of the components are removed randomly from the incumbent solution155

and a partial solution is produced. In the next phase, called construction, the156

partial solution is restored by adding new components that are selected by157

a greedy algorithm. After construction is completed, the resulting candidate158

solution is evaluated by its quality (e.g., fitness value) and it is accepted if159

the acceptance criterion is satisfied.160

Algorithm 1: Iterated greedy metaheuristic

1 S ← GenerateInitialSolution() ;
2 S ← LocalSearch(S) ; . optional

3 while termination condition is not satisfied do
4 Sp ← destruction(S) ;
5 S ′ ← construction(Sp) ;
6 S ′ ← LocalSearch(S ′) ; . optional

7 if S ′ is better than S then
8 S ← S ′

9 end

10 end
11 return S

The number of solution components that are to be removed, or destruc-161

tion size, is the only parameter contained by the IG and it has an important162

effect on the behavior of the algorithm (Stützle and Ruiz, 2018). To be more163

specific, if the destruction size is large, most of the solution components are164

replaced with new ones; hence, the diversification behavior is high. On the165

other hand, if the destruction size is small, a little part of the solution is166

changed, so the intensification behavior is high.167
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3. The proposed iterated greedy algorithm for feature selection168

In this section, we explain the proposed optimization algorithm based169

on Iterated Greedy (IG) metaheuristic to solve the feature selection prob-170

lem. To achieve this, firstly, we define how a feature selection solution in171

IG is represented. Then, we give the algorithmic description of the proposed172

method in detail. After that, the greedy selection procedure and the fitness173

value evaluation are described.174

3.1. Representation of solutions175

A solution in IG for feature selection can simply be represented by a176

binary vector S = (f1, f2, · · · , fn), where n is the feature count and fi ∈177

{0, 1}, i = 1, 2, · · · , n. That is, a feature i is selected if fi = 1 and is not178

selected fi = 0. An example of destruction and construction operations for179

a given solution is shown in Fig. 1. In the example, the problem contains 10180

features and the incumbent solution has 6 features selected. The destruction181

procedure removes 2 features (f1 and f5) by changing their values to 0. Then,182

in the construction step, 3 features are selected (f5, f6, and f9) by assigning183

1 to their values and the candidate solution is obtained. Note that it is184

allowed that a feature removed in the destruction can be re-selected in the185

construction. It is also possible that the number of features deselected may186

be different from the number of features selected. In this way, the algorithm187

can explore more within the feature subset space and the number of selected188

features may vary as the algorithm continues.189

3.2. The algorithmic description of the proposed IG algorithm190

The proposed IG algorithm (Algorithm 2) for wrapper-based feature se-191

lection has 4 main parameters: (i) d is the upper limit of the destruction192

size, (ii) α controls the greediness level of the selection process, (iii) thexp is193

the threshold value to start the exploration stage, and (iv) dexp is the d value194

when the algorithm switches to exploration stage.195

At the very beginning of the algorithm, the incumbent solution S is ini-196

tialized with zero values, meaning that no feature is selected. Accordingly,197

selected feature count, or sfc, is assigned the value of zero, whereas uns-198

elected feature count, or ufc, is assigned the value of total feature count.199

Then, the main loop of the IG algorithm starts and continues until the num-200

ber of iterations reaches predefined MAX ITER value.201
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Figure 1: An example of the destruction and construction operations on a 10-feature
solution vector.

At each iteration of the main loop, firstly, the copy of the incumbent202

solution is created as S ′. Then, the destruction phase begins and some of203

the selected features in S ′ are determined randomly and unselected. After204

that, in the construction phase, some of the unselected features in S ′ are205

retrieved by the greedy selection procedure (see Sect. 3.4) and they are set as206

selected. Note that the parameter d is not directly used for the destruction207

size (destSize) and the construction size (constSize); rather, the random208

number is selected uniformly up to d. In this way, the number of selected209

and unselected features can be different at each iteration, so, the selected210

features count can change adaptively during the algorithm. This behavior211

makes the algorithm more flexible and helps it to find the required number of212

features by itself. When the construction is completed, the fitness of the S ′ is213

calculated and it is accepted as the new incumbent solution if the acceptance214

criterion is satisfied (i.e. its fitness is better than the current one).215

As a main feature of the proposed algorithm, the exploration stage is216

additionally used to increase the chance of finding a better solution with a217

random search. This mechanism has been added to the algorithm because of218

the observation that no further improvement is obtained after some iterations219

have passed. Therefore, performing a random search with small modifications220

(e.g., small d values) can help the algorithm escape from local optima and221

discover better solutions. To realize the exploration stage, the algorithm222

checks if the number of iterations reaches thexp value each time before it223

continues to the next iteration. If this is the case the parameter d and α224
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are assigned dexp and zero, respectively. The new α value implies that the225

algorithm performs random search. On the other hand, a small dexp value226

helps to keep the randomness in balance.227

Note that the proposed wrapper-based feature selection algorithm makes228

use of filter-based greedy selection for the construction phase, so producing229

new solutions is affected by non-collective information of features (i.e., in-230

dividual scores per feature). However, this effect is limited because of the231

randomness in the selection, which is controlled by the greediness level pa-232

rameter, namely . The diversity in producing solutions, which is provided by233

both the destruction and construction phases of the IG algorithm, helps ex-234

plore new feature subsets and supports the collective effect between features.235

Moreover, the real decision to accept new solutions is dependent on classi-236

fication accuracy performance, which is calculated by using all the selected237

features together. In this regard, the acceptance of new solutions is mainly238

provided by an accuracy score based fitness function that takes the relations239

between features into account. Indeed, as the new improving solutions are240

accepted, the good parts of previous solutions are passed to further itera-241

tions of IG algorithm and the feature combinations that increase the overall242

classification accuracy are preserved.243

3.3. Evaluation of fitness values244

In this study, the fitness function f(.) is evaluated by using the classifi-
cation accuracy rate measure. The accuracy rate is calculated by the ratio
of the total number of correctly classified instances to the total number of
instances as in Eq. 7:

ACC =
TN + TP

TN + TP + FN + FP
(7)

Where TN , TP , FN , and FP denote the number of true negatives, true245

positives, false negatives, and false positives, respectively. It should also be246

noted that the 10-fold cross-validation technique is used for every calculation247

of accuracy.248

3.4. A filter scores based greedy selection procedure249

The proposed greedy selection procedure selects from unselected features250

using Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedures (GRASP) (Feo and251

Resende, 1995) algorithm based on filter-based feature scores. As it is shown252

in Algorithm 3, firstly, GRASP constructs a candidate list (CL) that includes253
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Algorithm 2: The proposed wrapper-based iterated greedy algorithm
for feature selection

input : d, α, thexp, dexp
output: S

1 filterBasedScores[] ← calculate scores for the features with a
filter-based method;

2 for i← 1 to totalFeatureCount do . Initial solution

3 S[i]← 0;
4 end
5 sfc← 0;
6 ufc← totalFeatureCount;
7 for i← 1 to MAX ITER do
8 S ′ ← copy of S;
9 dtrunc ← min(d, sfc);

10 destSize← u rand[0, dtrunc];
11 for j ← 1 to destSize do . Destruction

12 k ← randomly choose a feature from selected features;
13 S ′[k]← 0;
14 sfc← sfc− 1;
15 ufc← ufc+ 1;

16 end
17 dtrunc ← min(d, ufc);
18 constSize← u rand[0, dtrunc];
19 for j ← 1 to constSize do . Construction

20 l← greedySelection(S ′, α, filterBasedScores);
21 S ′[l]← 1;
22 sfc← sfc+ 1;
23 ufc← ufc− 1;

24 end
25 f ′S ←computeFitness(S ′);
26 if f(S ′) > f(S) then . Acceptance criterion

27 S ← S ′;
28 end
29 if i = thexp then . Exploration stage control

30 d← dexp;
31 α = 0.0;

32 end

33 end
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all the features that have not been selected yet. Then, a restricted candidate254

list (RCL) is constructed by picking features from CL according to their score255

values. Finally, a random feature is selected from RCL and returned.256

The greediness of the selection process is controlled by the parameter α.257

Specifically, if α = 0, the algorithm becomes completely random selection,258

i.e. all features are included in RCL, whereas if α = 1, the algorithm becomes259

pure greedy selection, i.e. only the highest-scored feature is included in RCL.260

Usually, the optimal α value is somewhere between these boundary values261

and should be set carefully for a given problem.262

Algorithm 3: greedySelection

input : S ′, α, filterBasedScores
output: l

1 CL ← unselected features of S ′;
2 smin ← minimum value in filterBasedScores;
3 smax ← maximum value in filterBasedScores;
4 RCL ← {i ∈ CL | filterBasedScore[i] ≥ smin + α× (smax − smin)};
5 l← select random feature from RCL;

4. Experimental work263

4.1. Experimental setup264

The proposed algorithm was implemented in Java and all the experiments265

were performed using WEKA toolkit (Hall et al., 2009) on a computer with266

the configuration of Intel R© Core
TM

i7 6700 3.40 GHz CPU using a single core.267

After some preliminary testing, we adopted the bag-of-words framework,268

unigram features, term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) mea-269

sure to handle sentiment classification datasets. To this end, StringToWord-270

Vector was applied to convert string attributes into a set of numeric attributes271

showing word occurrence information from the text in the strings.272

In order to yield performance results for this system, we used three clas-273

sifiers, namely Näıve Bayes, Multinomial Näıve Bayes, and Bayesian Logis-274

tic Regression. The parameter values for the predictive models were set to275

the default values in WEKA. Besides, we implemented the 10-fold cross-276

validation for obtaining reliable results. In this process, the dataset is split277
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randomly to the 10 folds. Each fold is used as a test set, while other remain-278

ing folds are used as a training set. The process is repeated 10 times and279

each time different fold is considered for testing. Then, the model is aver-280

aged and finalized. After some preliminary testing, the following parameter281

values were used in the proposed IG algorithm: d =
√

#features
2

, α = 0.1,282

thexp = MAX ITER
5

, and dexp = 2.283

4.2. Sentiment classification datasets284

In this study, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algo-285

rithm, we utilized 9 public sentiment analysis datasets1 from Whitehead and286

Yaeger (2009); Wang et al. (2014) and 4 Amazon product reviews datasets287

2 from Blitzer et al. (2007). The names of 9 public datasets are camera,288

camp, doctor, drug, laptop, lawyer, music, radio and TV, whereas the names289

of 4 Amazon review datasets are books, dvd, electronics, and kitchen. The290

9 public datasets consist of approximately 50% positive and 50% negative291

reviews. The 4 Amazon product review datasets consist of exactly 50% pos-292

itive reviews and 50% negative reviews. The characteristics of the datasets293

are listed in Table 1. The brief descriptions for opinion mining/sentiment294

mining datasets are shown in Table 2.295

4.3. Evaluation measures296

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we have employed297

5 different evaluation measures including classification accuracy rate (ACC),298

Area Under Curve (AUC), precision, recall, and F-Measure. We also calcu-299

lated elapsed time for the proposed IG algorithm.300

Classification accuracy is computed by dividing the total of true positives301

and true negatives by the total number of instances. The equation is as shown302

in Eq. 7.303

AUC is the area under the ROC curve for the predictive performance.304

The area of 1 (e.g., max AUC value) shows a perfect test, the area of 0 (e.g.,305

min AUC value) represents that the predictive model classifies all instances306

incorrectly.307

1http://cs.coloradocollege.edu/˜mwhitehead/html/opinion mining.html
2https://www.cs.jhu.edu/˜mdredze/datasets/sentiment/
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Table 1: The characteristics of the used sentiment classification datasets.
Group Dataset # of features # of instances

9 public

Camera 1457 498
Camp 1810 804
Doctor 1811 1478
Drug 1312 802

Laptop 1840 176
Lawyer 2123 220
Music 1441 582
Radio 1758 1004
TV 2423 470

Amazon product reviews

Books 28234 2000
DVD 28310 2000

Electronics 14943 2000
Kitchen 12130 2000

Table 2: The descriptions of the used sentiment classification datasets (Whitehead and
Yaeger, 2009; Blitzer et al., 2007).

Dataset Description
Camera Digital camera reviews from Amazon.com
Camp Summer camp reviews from CampRatingz.com
Doctor Physician reviews from RateMDs.com
Drug Pharmaceutical drug reviews from DrugRatingz.com

Laptop Laptop reviews from Amazon.com
Lawyer Reviews of lawyers from LawyerRatingz.com
Music Musical CD reviews from Amazon.com
Radio Radio show reviews from RadioRatingz.com
Books Book products reviews from Amazon.com
DVD DVD products reviews from Amazon.com

Electronics Electronic products reviews from Amazon.com
Kitchen Kitchen products reviews from Amazon.com
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Precision is the positive predictive value. It is calculated by dividing the308

number of true positives by the total of true positives and false positives.309

The equation of precision is defined in Eq. 8.310

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(8)

Recall is the true positive rate or hit rate. It is calculated by dividing the311

number of true positives by the total of true positives and false negatives.312

The equation of recall is defined in Eq. 9.313

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(9)

F-Measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It is defined in
Eq. 10.

F −Measure = 2 · Precision ·Recall
Precision+Recall

(10)

4.4. Preliminary experiments314

4.4.1. Performance of various Bayesian-based classifiers315

In this section, we analyze and compare the performance of three Bayesian316

classifiers, namely Bayesian Logistic Regression (BLR), Näıve Bayes (NB),317

and Multinomial Näıve Bayes (MNB) to use in sentiment classification from318

the text. So, accuracy rates (10-fold CV) and running times per classifier for319

9 sentiment classification datasets without feature selection were collected320

(see Table 3). According to average accuracy values, MNB could take the321

highest average accuracy value of 82.20%, while BLR and NB could take322

81.71% and 76.29%, respectively. For the running times of the classifiers,323

MNB is much better than the others, with only 0.06 min. on average.324

To statistically analyze the difference between the classifiers, we first per-325

formed the Friedman test, which is a non-parametric test for several (more326

than 2) dependent samples. The Chi-square value of 8.22 and p = 0.016327

value suggest that there is a statistically significant difference in the accu-328

racy performances of BLR, MNB, and NB.329

After finding the significance between classifiers, we further performed a330

post-hoc test to find the source of this difference. So, we applied the Wilcoxon331

signed-rank test to each classifier combination. The p values obtained were332

0.515, 0.011, and 0.011 for the classifier pairs MNB/BLR, NB/BLR, and333

NB/MNB, respectively. p = 0.515 > 0.05 indicates that there is no statistical334
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Table 3: The accuracy rates (%) of BLR, MNB, and NB classifiers without feature selec-
tion.

Dataset BLR MNB NB
Camera 79.92 82.13 78.71
Camp 87.06 89.18 83.46
Doctor 87.96 89.38 76.59
Drug 71.57 74.44 69.33

Laptop 84.66 83.52 81.82
Lawyer 90.91 87.73 84.09
Music 81.25 78.52 66.67
Radio 75.7 79.38 69.32
TV 76.38 75.53 76.6

Avg. ACC (%) 81.71 82.20 76.29
Avg Time (min) 1.54 0.06 0.81

significance of the accuracy performances between MNB and BLR. On the335

other hand, p = 0.011 < 0.05 indicates that both MNB and BLR are different336

from NB.337

Overall, we could either choose MNB or BLR as a learner for the sen-338

timent classification in this study because of their higher accuracy values339

compared to the NB. However, we preferred MNB for the rest of this study,340

because its running time is overwhelmingly better than that of BLR.341

4.4.2. Performance comparison of various filter-based feature methods used342

in IG343

In this section, we analyze and compare the performance of 6 filter meth-344

ods, namely chi-square, correlation, gain ratio, information gain, ReliefF,345

and symmetric uncertainty that are used in combination with the proposed346

IG algorithm. Table 4 reports the average accuracy rates (10-fold CV) of347

each IG/filter combination for 9 different datasets after running the algo-348

rithm through 5,000 iterations. Because IG is a probabilistic algorithm, the349

reported values are presented as the average of 10 different runs.350

To statistically analyze the difference between the algorithms, we first351

performed the Friedman test. The Chi-square value of 32.262 and p = 0.000352

value indicates that there is a statistically significant difference in using dif-353

ferent filter methods in IG algorithm.354

After finding the significance between the effects of filter methods, we355
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Table 4: The accuracy rates (%) of various filter methods used in IG.

Dataset
IG with

ChiSquare
IG with

Correlation
IG with

GainRatio
IG with
InfoGain

IG with
ReliefF

IG with
SymUnc

camera 96.31 93.25 96.53 96.47 90.48 96.63
camp 97.24 97.28 97.60 97.41 95.01 97.51
doctor 94.17 94.86 95.09 94.42 93.27 94.66
drug 91.20 88.12 91.05 91.20 85.32 91.20

laptop 99.83 97.67 99.83 99.83 97.33 99.83
lawyer 99.41 97.09 99.41 99.41 96.18 99.41
music 92.66 89.69 92.77 92.89 87.10 92.89
radio 91.19 92.42 91.21 91.35 87.32 91.11

tv 95.94 92.94 96.09 96.45 91.57 95.74
Avg. 95.33 93.70 95.51 95.49 91.51 95.44

further performed a post-hoc test to find the source of this difference. So, we356

applied the Wilcoxon signed-rank test between different combinations of the357

algorithms. Because there are
(
6
2

)
= 15 different combinations, we narrow358

down search around the IG with gain ratio algorithm as it has the highest359

accuracy value in comparison with the others. The p values obtained were360

0.042, 0.013, 0.889, 0.005, and 0.624 for the algorithms IG with chi-square,361

correlation, gain ratio, information gain, ReliefF, and symmetric uncertainty,362

respectively. Statistical results showed that the difference between IG with363

information gain and symmetric uncertainty algorithms are not significant364

with regard to p > 0.05 values obtained. Nevertheless, we preferred gain365

ratio filter to be used in the proposed IG algorithm for the rest of this paper366

since it achieved the highest accuracy value.367

4.5. Computational results368

The detailed computational results of the proposed IG based feature se-369

lection algorithm for sentiment classification are given in Table 5 and Table 6370

for the 9 public and 4 Amazon product reviews sentiment datasets, respec-371

tively. The values in Table 5 and Table 6 are presented as the average of 10372

different runs with 15,000 and 30,000 maximum number of iterations, respec-373

tively, and they are calculated based on 10-fold CV. The results show that374

the proposed algorithm could achieve a 96.45% classification accuracy rate375

on average for 9 public datasets and 90.74% for 4 Amazon product reviews376

datasets. Besides, AUC, precision, recall and f-measure values on average377
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are above 90% on average, which indicates the effectiveness of the proposed378

algorithm for sentiment classification tasks.379

Table 5: Computational results of the proposed IG algorithm for 9 public sentiment anal-
ysis datasets.

Dataset Acc AUC Precision Recall F-Measure
camera 97.15 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97
camp 97.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98
doctor 95.64 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.96
drug 92.39 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.92

laptop 99.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
lawyer 99.59 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
music 94.97 0.96 0.95 0.95 0.95
radio 93.05 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.93

tv 97.38 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.97
Avg. 96.45 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.96

Table 6: Computational results of the proposed IG algorithm for 4 Amazon product
reviews datasets.

Dataset Acc AUC Precision Recall F-Measure
books 88.00 0.93 0.88 0.88 0.88
dvd 90.25 0.94 0.90 0.90 0.90

electronics 91.63 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.92
kitchen 93.09 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.93

Avg. 90.74 0.95 0.91 0.91 0.91

Fig. 2 illustrates the number of selected features by IG algorithm through380

iterations for 9 public sentiment datasets employed. Results show that the381

number of selected features increases rapidly at earlier iterations of the al-382

gorithm and it continues with relatively small changes. It can also be seen383

that the algorithm is very successful at reducing the dimensionality of the384

problem since it can eliminate majority of the available features. Specifically,385

it selects approximately 13% of the available features while preserving the386

high classification accuracy rates.387

4.6. Comparison with various feature selection strategies388

This section compares the classification performance of our proposed al-389

gorithm with 6 filter-based methods that were used in the previous sections390
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Figure 2: The number of selected features by IG algorithm through iterations for 9 senti-
ment classification datasets.
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and also with the Genetic Algorithm (GA), which is one of the main meta-391

heuristics and can be used as a wrapper based feature selection.392

For the implementation of the GA, the binary-coded chromosome struc-393

ture that has been mentioned earlier in Section 3.1 was used. Also, eval-394

uations of fitness values were done as it has been described in Section 3.3.395

In addition, the single-point crossover method was used for producing child396

solutions and parents were selected using stochastic universal sampling tech-397

nique. After some preliminary testing, the following parameter configuration398

was used: mutation rate = 0.01, crossover rate = 1.0, population size = 10,399

selected features ratio in chromosomes of the starting population = 0.1, and400

the number of elite chromosomes = 1.401

Fig. 3 illustrates the performances of these feature selection algorithms402

in terms of classification accuracy. All the values were based on 10-fold403

CV and obtained using MNB as a learner algorithm. For those algorithms404

that contain randomness in their workings, namely IG and GA, results were405

obtained by averaging 10 independent runs per dataset. IG algorithm was406

run through 15000 iterations while GA was run through 1500 iterations.407

So, both algorithms were run through the same number of fitness function408

evaluation count as GA does 10 evaluations per iteration. The results show409

that both proposed IG feature selection and GA feature selection algorithms410

outperform filter-based approaches as expected. It is also seen that IG clearly411

outperforms GA as it could achieve higher accuracy values for all the datasets412

used.413

4.7. Comparison with state-of-the-art algorithms for sentiment classification414

In this section of the experimental analysis, we compare the performance415

of the proposed IG based feature selection algorithm with other state-of-the-416

art sentiment classification algorithms that have used the 9 public datasets.417

The selected state-of-the-art algorithms are: a hybrid ensemble pruning418

approach based algorithm (HEP) of Onan et al. (2017); multi-objective dif-419

ferential evaluation based weighted voting ensemble algorithm (MODE-WV)420

of Onan et al. (2016); feature unionization (FU) algorithm of Jalilvand and421

Salim (2017); random subspace (POS-RS) of Wang et al. (2015); and multiple422

multi-classifier systems based algorithm (MMC) of Yang et al. (2019).423

Table 7 reports the accuracy rates in percentage per algorithm/dataset424

pair. According to average accuracy values, the proposed IG algorithm out-425

performs all its competitors with 96.45%. Furthermore, it can achieve the426

highest accuracy rates for 6 datasets out of 9. The results also indicate427
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Figure 3: Comparison of various feature selection methods with the proposed IG algorithm.
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that the second and the third best-performing algorithms are both ensemble428

methods that include multiple classifiers.429

Table 7: Accuracy rates (%) comparison of the proposed IG algorithm with state-of-the-
art algorithms in literature for 9 sentiment datasets. N/A means that no information is
provided for a given dataset.

Dataset IG HEP MODE-WV FU POS-RS MMC
camera 97.15 95.92 92.87 79.80 76.49 N/A
camp 97.99 96.58 93.74 86.00 85.26 82.89
doctor 95.64 95.65 91.05 86.10 85.03 83.87
drug 92.39 94.27 89.62 69.50 68.82 N/A

laptop 99.89 98.92 98.86 78.86 79.79 N/A
lawyer 99.59 97.90 97.87 80.91 83.86 N/A
music 94.97 94.16 89.82 70.69 69.59 73.18
radio 93.05 93.37 88.60 75.30 70.66 67.75

tv 97.38 96.73 95.74 79.79 76.06 N/A
Avg. 96.45 95.94 93.13 78.55 77.28 -

4.8. Comparison with state-of-the-art feature selection algorithms for senti-430

ment classification431

In this section of the experimental analysis, we compare the performance432

of the proposed IG based feature selection algorithm with other state-of-the-433

art feature selection sentiment classification algorithms using the 4 Amazon434

product review datasets, which are mostly employed by these algorithms.435

The selected state-of-the-art feature selection algorithms are: A frequency-436

based integration of different feature subsets (FIFS) feature selection of437

Yousefpour et al. (2017); recursive feature elimination (RFE) of Ansari et al.438

(2019); rough set theory (RST) based feature selection of Agarwal and Mittal439

(2013); feature unionization (FU) dimension reduction of Jalilvand and Salim440

(2017); and query expansion ranking (QER) dimension reduction of Parlar441

et al. (2018). Among these studies, the first two algorithms are wrapper-442

based methods, whereas the remaining algorithms are filter-based methods.443

Table 8 reports the accuracy rates in percentage per algorithm/dataset444

pair. According to the numerical results, the proposed algorithm produced445

highly competitive results with current state-of-the-art feature selection meth-446

ods. Specifically, it can achieve the highest accuracy rates for datasets elec-447

tronics and kitchen with 91.63% and 93.63 %, respectively. In addition, it448
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can produce comparable results for the datasets books and DVD with 88.00%449

and 90.25%, respectively. Overall, the results indicate the effectiveness of450

the proposed algorithm for both wrapper and filter-based feature selection451

in sentiment analysis.452

Table 8: Accuracy rates (%) comparison of the proposed IG algorithm with state-of-the-art
feature selection algorithms in literature for 4 Amazon product reviews sentiment datasets.
N/A means that no information is provided for a given dataset.

Dataset IG FIFS RFE RST FU QER
books 88.00 88.18 90.30 87.70 78.70 91.60
dvd 90.25 N/A 88.90 83.20 81.30 91.70

electronics 91.63 87.03 88.90 83.50 81.80 88.80
kitchen 93.09 88.18 N/A N/A 83.75 91.10

On a conceptual level, we can evaluate that the success of the proposed IG453

algorithm lies in its local search capability which is highly suitable for subset454

selection problems. Specifically, each time the destruction and construc-455

tion operations are applied, new subsets are explored around the solution456

at hand. The randomness in the destruction phase prevents the algorithm457

stuck in the local optima, whereas the greedy construction phase guides the458

algorithm in the huge search space of all possible subsets. Besides, IG is a459

single-solution based metaheuristic, so, it can produce better solutions than460

those of population-based wrapper algorithms (e.g., GA and Particle Swarm461

Optimization) when the lower budget of fitness function evaluations is used.462

5. Conclusion463

This study proposes a novel wrapper feature selection algorithm based on464

iterated greedy (IG) metaheuristic for sentiment classification tasks. At each465

iteration of the IG algorithm, some of the features are removed randomly466

from the selected features list (destruction) and the new ones are added by467

filter scores based greedy selection heuristic (construction). As the iterations468

pass, it is expected that the algorithm improves the best solution found so469

far.470

The preliminary experimental results suggest that the Multinomial Näıve471

Bayes (MNB) algorithm is very suitable for sentiment classification compared472

to the other Bayesian approaches. The results also suggest that the proposed473

algorithm performs well when gain ratio score values are used by a greedy474
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selection heuristic in the construction step. Therefore the proposed algorithm475

uses MNB as a classifier and gain ratio filter scores as heuristic information476

for greedy selection.477

The performance of the proposed algorithm was tested on both 9 public478

sentiment and 4 Amazon product reviews datasets that are common in the479

literature. The results indicate that our algorithm outperforms traditional480

filter-based feature selection methods as well as GA based feature selection al-481

gorithm. The comparison with other algorithms in the literature reveals that482

our method outperforms state-of-the-art results for the 9 public sentiment483

datasets. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm produces highly competi-484

tive results with state-of-the-art filter and wrapper-based feature selection485

methods for 4 Amazon datasets.486

A natural progression of this study is to apply IG based feature selection487

algorithm for classification tasks other than sentiment analysis. In addition,488

the performance of the IG algorithm can further be improved by using en-489

semble techniques in both classification and greedy selection heuristic stages.490

Moreover, the main parameters of IG, namely destruction size (d) and the491

greedy selection level (α) can be determined adaptively during the algorithm492

execution by using feedback from the search process.493
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